
PURPOSEFUL INTEGRATION

Why Every 
Integration 
Must Have a 
Business Goal

Welcome to the next generation of security.

Integrations should 
provide purpose

How Ostendio Integrations 
Drive Business Goals

How Purposeful Integrations Go Beyond 
Static Screenshots to Help You Take 
Action with Purpose

ASSETS
Create asset attributes, AWS 

encryption, ensure backup 
configurations are correct, and map 

assets to activities and people.

PURPOSEFUL INTEGRATIONS

LOG MANAGEMENT
Review transaction logs and change requests, 
create audit tasks for authorization, etc.

USER MANAGEMENT
Manage user access across programs, 

assets, and activities.

TICKETING & COMMUNICATION
Assign and track tickets, monitor 
background checks, assign document 
tasks, etc.
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ELIMINATE REDUNDANT 
TASKS

Integrating all of your 
systems in one location 

eliminates the need to repeat 
tasks, allowing you to get 
more done with your time.
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REDUCE EVIDENCE 
COLLECTION

Save time collecting 
evidence by eliminating back 
and forth system checks and 

having all your evidence in 
one place.
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ACCELERATE 
COMPLIANCE TIMELINES

With your evidence readily 
on hand, you can easily 

prepare and present 
evidence to your

auditor for your next audit.
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TWO-WAY TICKET 
SYNCHRONIZATION 

Sync tickets bi-directional to 
ensure both systems have 

the same information in 
real-time. 
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ANAYLYZE RICHER 
DATA

Pull in detailed data and 
make more informed 

decisions about your risk 
management. 
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GET BETTER DATA 
CONTEXT

Understand deeper context 
and easily adjust questions 
and data as your program 

matures. 
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INVENTORY
Asset Inventory

Syncing Records
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ACTIVITIES
Asset Metadata

Change Logs
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PEOPLE
Training

Human Resources
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TRANSACTIONS
Two-Way Ticket Sync

Communication
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Communication

If you’re not compliant, what actions will you need 
to take beyond collecting evidence? Who needs to 
take action, and what needs to resolved?

What are the use cases for your automation?
What are you trying to achieve?

Integrations should be actionable, beyond 
providing a dynamic screenshot. Surface-level 
integrations will not save you or your auditor time. 
However, purposeful integration lets you align your 
current compliance status with business goals.

Your auditor will want to know the actions taken 
behind the checkmark.

Critical questions you
must answer to drive purpose


